Distinct but overlapping functions for the closely related p190 RhoGAPs in neural development.
The p190 RhoGAPs, p190A and p190B, are highly related GTPase-activating proteins for the Rho GTPases. Rho GTPases and p190A reportedly control various aspects of brain development, and we hypothesized that p190B would be likewise involved in neuronal development. We find that like p190A, p190B is prominently expressed in the developing and adult brain. Unlike p190A, p190B is not abundantly tyrosine phosphorylated. We further demonstrate, using p190B-deficient mice, that p190B is required for normal brain development. Mice lacking p190B display several major defects, including (1) deficits in the formation of major forebrain commissures, including the corpus callosum and anterior commissure, (2) dilation of the lateral ventricles, suggesting inhibition of neurogenesis and/or survival, (3) thinning of the neocortical intermediate zone, suggesting defects in neuronal differentiation and/or axonal outgrowth, and (4) impaired neuronal differentiation. These defects are similar to, but distinct from, those described in p190A-deficient mice. RNA interference-mediated knockdown of neither p190 protein results in significant inhibition of neurite outgrowth in neuroblastoma cells, despite an apparent increase in RhoA activity. We conclude that p190 RhoGAPs control pivotal aspects of neural development, including neuronal differentiation and process outgrowth, and that these effects are mediated by signaling systems that include, but are not limited to, RhoA.